CUSTOMER

RETENTION

A Simple Definition and 5 Advanced Strategies

I get it. There’s nothing like acquiring new customers. That said, customer
acquisition is no longer enough to stay afloat in this increasingly complex
business world. You must focus on another metric, one that may be  
flying under the radar: customer retention.

What’s Customer Retention?
Customer retention is a metric that measures your ability to retain
customers over time. 
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The total number of new customers acquired during the past year.
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Customer Retention vs. Customer Churn
Customer Retention is the percentage of customers who have stayed with
you over a certain period of time. Customer Churn is the number of
customers you've lost over a period of time.

5 More Customer Retention Metrics to Consider
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Net Promoter Score® (NPS)


Purchase Ratio (RPR)
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You can get the RPR by dividing the total number of
customers who have made multiple purchases by your

NPS measures customer satisfaction, brand loyalty and
how likely a customer is to recommend you to others
(word-of-mouth advertising). 
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Days Sales Outstanding (DSO)


Time Between Purchases (TBP)


Days Sales Outstanding is the average number of days

Time Between Purchases tells you how long the average

it takes for you to receive payment for a sale.
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Time Between Purchases = Sum of Individual
Purchase Rates / Number of Repeat Customers



Annual Days Sales Outstanding =  
(Accounts Receivable / Annual Revenue) × 365 Days
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Lifetime Value (CLV)


Lifetime Value (CLV or LTV) tells you how much
money (revenue) you’ll earn from a particular customer
over the lifetime of your business relationship
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Why’s Customer Retention Important? 
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It’s also worth noting that good customer retention will turn regular
customers into brand advocates who’ll sing your praises to their peers.

How to Improve Customer Retention:  
5 Advanced Strategies
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Want to see how Northpass can help you boost customer retention?  
Click the link below and we’ll be in touch.
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